
“Every artist dips his brush in his soul and paints his own
nature into his paintings” - Henry Ward Beecher

 

There are no limits to a little one’s imagination! And what can be a better way
to capitalize this than an Arts and Craft workshop. This Saturday 5th of March,

TIPS Kindergarten campus witnessed an assembly of budding artists! The
Creative Arts workshop2022 was a mega event hosted by TIPS CAS team that
brought together lovers of Lippan,Warli and stone artforms across all grades.
The kids were allowed to bring a buddy along with them to enjoy creating the
art together. Making art is a great, safe way to make mistakes and that getting

things wrong can lead you to a whole new idea! This is the motive behind
every new learning strategy at TIPS.

 
Parents enjoyed live performance of their kids creative painting during

workshop as buddies. Children explored more about colours ,different forms
of arts such as Warli art, lippon art and stone painting. Children felt good and

cherished  their moments. 
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Academic Reflection
 

Learning through play
 

Everything is a learning experience. And  one of the finest and mos
enjoyable ways of doing this is through play. To demonstrate the
planetary movements the children played the part of the sun, moon,
earth etc. One group was designated as the sun ( with the children
waving their hands to represent the rays of the sun ) and the others
moved around it as earth and moon. It was all great fun and very
effective in communicating the idea of planetary movements, distance

between the planets and the role of the sun in the solar system.



Hi ma’am,
 

Thank you so much for creating the opportunity to interact with the
kids. I was so impressed by the way they engaged themselves during the

class. They quickly related the story to what they are learning in
their regular classes like sharing the planet, being kind to all living
organisms etc:) They responded very clearly and comprehended the
story easily. Most importantly they were following the essential

agreements like keeping in mute when someone is talking, raising hand to
get attention and responding with thumbs ups. I was very impressed by
the way you have trained such little kids to maintain discipline and at

the same time keeping them engaged and happy in the virtual classroom.
 

Thanks to you again and so happy to have Anya grow up with such
beautiful and enriched experience with TIPS.

 
Thanks & Best Regards,

Kartika
Anya’s mom

Parent chronicleS



POCKET Phonics
 Saying it right

“

Reading and speaking with proper pronunciation is
vital to master any language. Digraphs are many, long

“a” digraph have more words with different letters
with same sound but children must be taught to be
able to differentiate between ai,ay,ea,ey,eigh. To
facilitate this activity was done to explore with

picture and word wall. While reading decodable story
books children were able to identify long “a” digraph
words and read which helped them to read story and

understand it too.



Health and sports are well interconnected. At tips all the
components of personality development has its own importance.
Children enjoy playing games i.e. outdoor or indoor. Games are
an integral part of children’s life and have great advantages of

developing gross motor skills and much more. Sports fest is being
organized in the month of March 2022. Children enjoy their

physical education in this part of the academic year, there by
resulting to their health benefits. Sports always create

competitive perspective among the children and allow them to
identify their own strengths and weaknesses and improve their

game skills on the field.
“sport is a preserver of health.” – Hippocrates

 

"‘Apart from education, you need good"‘Apart from education, you need good
health and for that, you need to playhealth and for that, you need to play

sports". – KAPIL DEVsports". – KAPIL DEV
  
  



achieve bigger tasks. As a facilitator and stakeholder
in their future we can encourage them to cultivate the

helping spirit which would certainly contribute to
better lives for all.

Often we learn many facts from
children and it is our duty to agree and
respect their values. Parents are the

first facilitator  for all children. What
they see they do,what they do they

learn, and goes a long way in helping
them learn value systems that

contribute to turning them into ideal
citizen of the country. For instance, 

 children helping parents in small
household works is the small steps to 

BUDDING  INFLUENCER
“Children are the future citizen of our country”

 
“



“Education’s purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one.”
                                                          - Malcolm Forbes

POTPOURRI

Reduce the amount of waste you produce.

Reuse items as much as you can before replacing them.

Recycle items wherever possible.

The 3 R’s Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Keep it on loop.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle – these three 'R' words are an important

part of sustainable living, as they help to cut down on the amount

of waste we have to throw away. It's Really simple!

Using the 3 'R's also helps to minimise the amount of space needed for

landfill sites, where waste materials are disposed of. Our young learners

are sensitized about it and they are taking action for a greener Planet

Earth.



Candid memories



Look out notice

World sleep day 

 International
day of happiness

Holi celebration

World sparrow day




